Prophecy of Simeon

“[…] my eyes have seen your salvation, which you have prepared in the sight of all nations: a light for revelation to the Gentiles, and the glory of your people Israel”

(Luke 2, 30-32)
Festivities of the Light of Carnide

Our Lady of the Light: procession
Carnide, 2015
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016

Bandstand
1844-45.
Lisbon, Carnide, Bandstand square
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016
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Carnide topographical plan: old urban core and farms
Plan: Júlio António Vieira da Silva Pinto, 1908
Lisbon, Municipal Photographic Archive
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Apparition of Our Lady of the Cabo
Azulejos (blue and white Portuguese tiles) panel, 18th century
Cabo Espichel, Ermida da Memória
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Apparition of Our Lady of the Cabo
Azulejos (blue and white Portuguese tiles) panel, 18th century
Cabo Espichel, Ermida da Memória

Pilgrimage to Our Lady of the Cabo shrine
Azulejos (blue and white Portuguese tiles) panel, 18th century
Cabo Espichel, Ermida da Memória
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Círio of Our Lady of the Cape Espichel
Sintra, 1959
Source: http://beijodaterra.blogspot.pt/2010_06_01_archive.html
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Sanctuary of Our Lady of the Cape
Cape Espichel
2017
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Sanctuary of Our Lady of the Cape: church
Cape Espichel
2017
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Processional berlinda
Offered by D. João V to the Brotherhood of Our Lady of the Cape Espichel
Lisbon, National Coach Museum

Círio of Our Lady of the Cape Espichel
Sintra, 1959
Source: http://beijodaterra.blogspot.pt
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Círio of Our Lady of the Cape Espichel: Loures pilgrimage
Cape Espichel, 26 Mar. 2017
Source: Círio de Nª Sra. do Cabo - Loures 2016/2017
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Círio of Our Lady of the Cape Espichel: Loures pilgrimage
Cape Espichel, 26 Mar. 2017
Source: Círio de Nª Sra. do Cabo - Loures 2016/2017

Chronology

18-19th century
1811 – Círio at Carnide

20th century
1911-25 – suspension
1974-78 – suspension

21st century
2017 – Loures > Carnide

Our Lady of the Cape Espichel
Loures, 2017
Source: Círio de Nª Sra. do Cabo - Loures 2016/2017
Hymnos sagrados

Exulta Carnide. Victória, Victória! [Carnide exults. Victory, victory!]

Findára-se o tempo d'amarga saudade. [Times of bitter longing is over.]

Após anos tantos, volvidos em trevas, [After so many years, back in darkness,]

Já dias apontam de mór claridade [...]” [Already days show more clarity]

Cascaes, J. da C., 1863.
Hymnos sagrados... na recepção da milagrosa imagem de Nossa Senhora do Cabo e sua condução à fregueza de S. Lourenço de Carnide, em Maio de 1863: Loas.
Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional.
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Machada's fountain and water ablutions
Our Lady of the Light church
Carnide, 2015
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016
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Our Lady of the Light of Carnide
Silver sculpture, 17th century
Lisbon, National Museum of Ancient Art
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016
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Our Lady of the Light: Canide procession
Carnide, 2015
Source: e-Carnide project
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Our Lady of the Cape: procession
Loures giro, 24 Jun. 2017
Source: Círio de Nª Sra. do Cabo – Loures 2016/2017

Our Lady of the Light: procession
Carnide, 2015
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016
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Our Lady of the Cape: procession
Loures giro, 24 Jun. 2017
Source: Círio de Nª Sra. do Cabo – Loures 2016/2017
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Procession of Our Lady of the Light through the streets of Carnide
Carnide, 2015
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016

Festivities of Our Lady of the Light: waiting the procession
Carnide, 2015
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016
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Procession of Our Lady of the Light
Carnide, 2015
Source: e-Carnide project, 2016
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